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**Synopsis:**

Before the NCCA, the Scottish Government, its public bodies and Local Authorities had no national overview of the risks from, or resilience to, coastal erosion. The NCCA has collated the first national evidence base for changes to our soft coast between the 1890s, 1970s and the modern shoreline.

Over 3,000 georectified maps have been compared via 2 million data points along Scotland’s soft coast. Together with the OS we have revised their modern maps, some of which had not been updated in decades. It is now possible to see how the coast has changed over the last 130 years via publicly-available web-maps at dynamiccoast.com.

NCCA also comprises 11 reports which identify key coastal changes and a National Overview considers the erosion footprint and coincident assets to enable integrated assessments for mitigation and adaptation.

NCCA incorporates research findings on the inherent erodibility of the coastal zone (Fitton et al., 2016), to improve our understanding of risk and resilience. Whole coast assessment has identified the proximity of coastal assets to provide greater context to vulnerability assessments.

For the first time, NCCA allows coastal erosion and flood risk to be considered together, to support wider improvements in Flood Risk Management alongside strategic whole coast planning assessments.
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**Methods:**

High Water Mark of Ordinary Spring Tides in the 1890s and Mean High Water Springs from the 1970s and Modern data have been compared. The scale and rates of coastal change have been quantified nationally.

Where erosion is significant (i.e. greater than 10 m or faster than 0.5myr) the recent rate has been projected landward to consider which assets are at increased risk, should change past rates continue. See Vulnerability Assessment.

To appreciate the distribution of assets around the entire coast, a Whole Coast Assessment was carried out to intersect asset data (Roads, Rail, Houses & Designated Sites) with various coastal types and rates of erosion.
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**Results:**

**Coastal Type**

- Hard & Mixed
- Soft (erodible)
- Artificial

Categorised by air photos to enable analysis to concentrate on dynamic shores.

More results & reports at dynamiccoast.com
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**Erosion & Flooding**

For the first time erosion and flood risk can be considered together. The NCCA provides intelligence on change for flood maps, informs an update schedule of surveys, and informs the benefit provided by enhanced or reduced protection offered by natural features.
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**Conclusions:**

- Across Scotland 12% of soft coast is erosional, 11% accretional and 77% stable since the 1970s.
- Within some coastal cells there is an as increased in extent of erosion since the 1970s (Cell 1, 2, 3 & 11 i.e. east coast & Shetland).
- Within many coastal cells there is a reduction in the extent of accretion since the 1970s (Cell 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11).
- All Scottish shores have assets at risk, often with coincident assets, so integrated management approaches are urgently needed.
- Next steps are to inform National Flood Risk Management Assessment 2: FRM Act Sect. 19 (resilience of natural flood protection structures); and Mitigation & Adaptation Plans for Cultural and Natural Heritage interests.
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